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6. Application of Mineral Magnetism in
Atlantic Scotland Archaeology 1: Techniques, Magnetic

Enhancement and the Identification of Fuel Sources

Clare Peters, Mike 1. Church and Catherine M. Batt

Nalllra! and archaeological deposits lend /() contain ",iXf/lres of magnetic grains of differing I) cOflcelltratiOIlS, 2)
domain slales (linked ro grain si:e) and 3) mineralogies. MallY laboratory based magnetic measurements are ol'ailable
10 swdy these (wribll1es. Fire ash is a signijico1l1 componelll ill rhe 10r11101;01l of arc/weologictll deposi/s ill Arlamic
SCOI/and and irs magI/elk e"hoflcemellf as a result of hearillg meal/s if is easily identified (lIId traced. Here sCI'era'

magneric techniques u"ere del'eloped from which differem types of fllel asll could be idemijied. The techniques were
slIC:cessflllly applied to archaeological samples from the Western and Northern Isles of ScotlaJld. The results sholl' a
uniformity ill the lise of well·Jwmijied peat as the major fuel source at seve/! sites 011 Lewis. whereas considerable
IJariability in f"eltypes IIIOS obsen'ed 01 Cladh Hallall, Sout" Visl and Old Scames,'i Broch, Shetland.

INTRODUCTION

Magnctic susceptibilily has become a routine way of
analysing archaeological deposits bOlh in-situ and in the
laboratory (e.g. Tite 1972: Yates 1988: Clark 1990:
Crowther and Barker 1995; Batt and Dockrill 1998: Peters
et al. 20(0). The aim of the present paper is to incorporate
susceptibility measurements into a wider range of possible
magnctic measurements to gain further insight into the
magnetic make-up (in terms of concentration. domain
state and mineralogy) of archacological deposits. The
panicular focus here is on the role of fire ash within the
archaeological record and how detailed magnctic srudies
can be employed to trace fire ash and investigate possible
fuel sources. Further derails of the background described
below can be found in Thompson and Oldfield (1986),
Clark (1990), Dearing (1994). Maher and Thompson
(1999) and Walden el al. (1999).

MAGNETISM

Magnetic properties are influenced by I) the con
centration of magnetiC grains. 2) their mineralogy and 3)
domain state. Usuallv natural and archacolOl:!.ical deDosits

contain complicated mixtures of all three attributes.
Unravelling the different influences can be problematic.
however the range of measurements and examples of
applications described below highlight the usefulness of
laboratory based magnctic measurements in archaeology.

ThCOf)'

The magnetic measurements described here can be ex
plained in terms of Ihe phenomenon of hysteresis. If an
originally unmagnetised ferromagnel is placed in a small
magnetic field it acquires a magnetisation. If the field is
subsequently removed the magnelisation is losl. However,
beyond a certain field, on removal from that field. lhe
magnelisation does not return to zero, and a remanent
magnetisation has becn acquired. Thc change in
magnctisation lags behind the change in field. This
phenomenon is known as magnetic hysteresis. As an
increasingly larger field is applied the magnetisation
increases. until a point is reached when an increase in
!.he applied field produces no increase in magnetisation.
Saturation has then been reached. Measurements can be

made when the applied magnetic field has been removed
from the samples or alternatively in the presence of a
m:lpnelic fielrl
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Domain state

Very small magnetic grains exhibit superparamagnetic
(spm) characteristics in which thermal energies are
similar to magnetic energies. As magnetic grains increase
in size. their magnetic energies dominate over the thermal
energies. Within these grains are regions called domains.
which arc magnetised uniformly in one direction. Grains
that are slightly larger than spm size show a uniform
direction of magnetisation. These grains contain only
onc domain and are referred to as single-domain (sd). As
the grain size increases the various magnetic energies
compete to produce an overall lower tOial energy. As a
resull of this competitive process domains form. separated
by domain (or Bloch) walls. Grains slighliy larger than
sd grains arc referred (0 as pseudo-single-domain (psd).
Grains that contain len or morc domains arc referred to
as true multi-domain (Old) grains. The grain sizcs at
which the boundaries between the different domain states
occur vary for different mincrals and in some cases the
cxact grain sizes at which the boundaries occur arc still
uncertain.

The different domain states (spm. sd. psd. Old) exhibit
different magnetic characteristics. In the presence of a
magnctic ficld the magnetisation of spm grains can
become aligned in the dircction of the field and a
magnetisation is observed. On removal of the field the
thermal energies re--orientate the magnetisation and no
remanent magnetisation is observcd. In comparison sd
grains have a very stable magnetisalion. In the presence
of an applied field thc domain walls within Old grains
move to allow the magnetisation to be oricntated in the
direction of the field. On removal of the field the domains
reform with different orientations until a minimum in
the total energy is found. This minimum will not bc that
of the original unmagnetised state. some of the domains
will still be orientated in the direction of the field. hence
a weak remanent magnetisation is observed. Ovcrall it is
casy to magnetise and demagnctise Old gmins. and hard
to alter the magnetisation of sd gmins. Psd grains show
a continual variation between the sd and Old charac
teristics. Spm and md grains arc referred to as being
magnetically ·soft'. whereas sd grains arc magnetically
'hard' .

Mineralog)'

The magnetic mineralogy of soils is complic3ted and not
fully understood! Many factors control the nature and
distribution of magnetic grains within soils including
parent material, climate. biological action. drainage.
relief. time. atmospheric fall-out and fire (Maher 1986).
Fire can alter the magnetic signature in two ways: (i)
hcating of substrates and (ii) the ashing of fuels such as
peat. The main magnetic minerals found within soils are
the iron oxides and oxyhydroxides. which include
maghaemite. magnetite. haematite and goethite. Other

doped (e.g. with titanium. aluminium or manganese)
fonns of these minerals forming solid solution series can
also be present in significant quantities. These minends
can exist within soils as discrete particles. as aggregated
concretions. or as very finc-grained material coating othcr
grain or void surfaces (Taylor et al. 1983; Maher 1986).

Magnetite (Fep~) has a cubic inverse spinel structure
and is ferrimagnetic. It has the highest magnetisation of
all magnetic minerals and is magnetically soft. Hacmatite
(a-FepJ) forms in the corrundum structure and is
basically anti-ferromagnetic. However due to spin-canting
a smalJ net magnetisation is observed. In comparison to
magnetite it is a vel)' weak magnetic mineral and is
magnetically hard. Maghaemite (y-FcP) has the same
composition as haemalitc. but the cubic structure of
magnetitc. 11 is very difficult to distinguish between
maghaemitc and magnetite. Goethite (a-FeOOH) fonns
in an orthorhombic structure. 11 is only wealdy magnetic.
but is magnetically vcry hard. It is uncertain whethcr
magnetite or maghaemite is the most abundant fem
magnet within soils and although magnetitelmaghacmite
dominate the magnctic signal. haematite and goethite
are more abundant. Furthcr general details on magnetic
mineralogy can be found in Thompson and Oldfield
(J 986).

MAGNETIC MEASUREMENTS

There are two main types of magnetic mcasurements:
thosc measured in a magnetic field and those measured
after removal from an applied field. Susceptibilities are
measured in the presence of a magnetic field. whereas
remanen! magnctisations arc measured after removal from
an applied magnetic field.

Susceptibilities

Magnetic susceptibilit)' is a measure of how easily a
material can be magnetised. The samples arc placcd in a
small alternating magnctic ficld of about O.lmT peak
(comparable to the Earth·s magnetic field of O.06mT).
and the response to the magnetic field (which depends
upon the nature and concentration of the magnetic grains)
is displayed on the meter. The most common I)' used
susceptibility bridgc is thc Bartington MS2 system
(Dearing 1994). There are several approaches to
mcasuring susceptibility incorporating differences in
temperatures over which the measurements are made and
also in the a.c. frequency. The main ways arc:

Specific sl/sceplibilily
Specific susceptibility (X) is Ihe easiest and most fre
quently measured magnctic parameter. X is defined to be
the ratio of the induced low frequency magnetisation to

thc applied magnetic field and on a mass specific basis is
measured in units of mJkg· l . X givcs a rough indication of
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magnetic concentration. It can be used as a ralio wilh
other magnetic parameters to study domain state and
mineralogy variations. It can also be ploned on its own
as a funclion of depth [0 allow comparison between
samples in a profile, or alternatively plotted IwO di

mensionally on a grid.

Frequency depe"dent suscepfibiliry .
Measurement of susceptibility at different frequencies
can be used to detect the presence of spm grJ.ins. which
are common in archaeological samples. Using the
Banington susceptibility bridge measurements arc made
at 0.47 and 4.7 kHz. Samples containing spm grains will
have proportionally lower values of susceptibility at high
frequenc)' (hf) compared 10 low frequenc)' 00· To aJlow
direct comparison between samples the parameter
frequency dcpcndcnI susceptibility. K,~. is calculatcd. and
expressed as a percentage. as follows:

K" = «If - hI) IIf) x 100

Dearing (1994) has classified K,.. values into bands: low
values of <2% are interprctcd as containing vinually no
spm grains. probably <10%. Mcdium Kill values of 2 
10% are a mixture of spm and larger grains. High 1(,..

values of 10 - 14% are \'inuaUy all spm grains. probably
>75l,l.. Very high 1(r.. values of >14'1 are inlerpreted as
either erroneous measuremcnts, anisotropy. weak sample
or metal contamination.

Variation of slIsceptibility with high temperawre
Monitorim! the variation of magnetic susceptibility with
increasing-temperature (up to 700~C) provides insight
inlO the magnetic mineralogy and 10 some c:<tCnl domain
state. As magnetic minerals are heated thcir thermal
energies begin to dominate over their magnetic energies
and at a specific lemperature. their Curie Temperature
(T). the minerals effectively loose their magnetisation
and a drop in susceptibility is observed. Heating the
samples up to 700"C may cause chemical alteration. thus
unlike Ihe other measurements described here. high
temperature susceptibility measurements can be sample
destructive. However, the resulting heating and cooling
curves arc good for comparison belween samples and
comparing pre- and post-heating susceptibility values can
give an indication of whether or nOI a sample has
previously been heated (an increase in susceptibility after
heating suggests that there are components within the
sample which have not previously been healed 10 elevated
temperaturcs). The Tcs of the common magnetic minerals
magnetite and haematite arc known to be 58O"C and
675"<: respectively and can be easily identified from the
high lemperature susccptibility curves. Impurilies in the
minerals can alter the T s e.g. me substitution of titanium, "

in magnetite reduces T in fact me T of titanomagneutes," .
range from -153 10 58O"C.

Remanent magnetisatioDS

On removal from a susceptibililY bridge. the small
magnelisation induced in a sample during measuring is
lost. However if a large enough magnetic field is applied
to sd. psd or Old grains. a magnetisalion can be retained
after removal of the field. Gmins of different mineralogies
or domain states can display varying responses to the
application of magnetic fields. The responses can be
highlighted by applying the magnetic fields in different
ways or over a range of field strengths or temperatures.
Two of the most commonly measurcd remanent magnet
isations. isothennal and anhystcretic, arc described below.
in addition 10 low temperature thermo-remanence

magnetisations.

Isothermal remanent maglletisatiOiIS
Isothermal remanent magnetisations (IRMs) are the
simplest type of remanenl magnetisation. On a mass
specific basis they are measured in units of Am2kg-l

•

They are grown by placing a sample in a direct field and.
after remo\'ing the field. measuring the remaining mag
netisation. Here a pulse magnetiser and electromagnets
were used to grow IRMs in fields of 60mT and IT
respectively and they were measured using a fluxgate
spinner magnclometer. The maximum LRM attained by a
sample is refcrred to as thc saturation IRM (SIRM) and
gives an indication of magnetic concentration. Usually a
field of IT is sufficient to saturate samples (with the
c1i:ception of samples containing haematite and goethite).
thus here we refer to the IRM grown in a field of IT as
SlRM. Mass specific SIRM allows a direct comparison
belween samples based on concentration. Mineralogical
and domain statc information can be obtained by studying
the variation of IRMs with changing field values. IRM
acquisition curves are obtained by growing IRMs in
successively higher fields. omlalisation of the lRM
acquisition data by SIRM allows direct comparison
between samples. Here IRM acquisition curves arc repre
sentcd by the single magnetic ratio of IRM 6000/SIRM.
Funher IRM curves can be measured by either direct
field demagnetisation of SIRM (often referred to as back
IRMs) or alternaling field demagnetisation of SIRM. The
shape of the curves can be characteristic of particular
minerals (cf. Pelers and Thompson 1998). For each
magnetic mineral it is easier to magnctise md rather than
sd grains (spm grains do not contribute to remanent
magnetisations). thus the ratio IRMWm,JSIRM will be
higher for md compared to sd grains.

Anh\'steretic remanent magnetisations
Anhysteretic remanent magnetis3lions (ARMs) are more
complicated than IRMs. Although the ARM measure·
mcnts arc described here after LRMs. if a suite of magnetic
measurements are to be carried oul, it is good practice to
measure ARMs before IRMs. ARMs are grown by super·
imposing a small direct field onto a larger, smoothly
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decreasing. ahemating field. Here ARMs have been
grown using an adapled Molyneux AF demagneliser
(D. 1mT direct, 99mT peak alternating) and measured
using a fluxgate spinner magnclOmctcr. The resulting
ARM is referred to as the saturation ARM (SARM).
ARMs can nOI be grown in high stability magnetic
minerals such as haematile and goethite as the magnetic
fields used herc (limited by lhe equipment) are too small.
Thus SARM gives an indication of the concentration of
the soC! magnclic minerals e.g. magnelite or maghaemite.
Funher information regarding the domain statc and
mineralogy can be obtaincd by stcp-wise altcrnating field
demagnclisation of SARM. Here Ibe ratio ARM d<..,_T

I SARM was selected to represcnl the demagnetisation
data. II is easier 10 de magnetise md than sd grains, thus
ARM d<fM14&oT1 SARM ratios will be tower for md man sd
grains. (To allow direct comparison between ARM valucs
acquired in differenl direct fields it is recommended that
the parameter X"V.I (ARM nonnalised by the direct field
value) is used.)

Loll" temperllfllre remllnem:es

Low temperature magnetic measurements can give funher
information on concentration. mineralogy and domain
slate. In panicular the Verwey transition in magnetite.
where a drop in magnetisalion with cooling is observed
al l50K and Ihe Morin transition in haematite. where an
increase in magnetisation with cooling at -263K is
observed. thus allowing identification of thesc two
minerals. Spm grains can be recognised by their blocking
characteristics. Here low temperature menno-remancnce
curves were carried out using a MPMS

2
superconducting

SQUID magnetometer. Using the MPMS
2

supercon
ducting magnet a magnctic remancnce was imparted in
the samples using a field of IT at 300K. The samples
were thcn cooled in a zero field to 20K while the remanent
magnelisation (M

I
) was monitored (d. Linford 2000;

Peters el 01., 2002).

Additional measurements

For completeness other types of measurements which have
successfully been applied to archaeological samples
include low temperature susceptibility measurements and
hysteresis loops (e.g. Peters 1995; Pelers and Thompson
1999). Low temperature susceptibilities are measured by
cooling a sample in liquid nitrogen and monitoring the
variation in susceptibility as the sample is allowed to
warm back to room temperature. The measurements can
be carried out using the Barrington MS2 bridge with the
sensor used to monitor susceptibilities at high
temperatures. Similar to the low temperature remanence
measurements, the Verwey and Morin transitions and
spm characteristics can be recognised in the resulting
susceptibility curves. Hysteresis loops can provide infonn·
ation on concentration, domain state and mineralogy (cf.
Peters 1995). They can be measured using several

currently available instruments including vibrating
sample magnetometers, alternating gradient magnet·
omelers and ahernaling field translation balances.
Hysteresis loops can provide a lot of information on the
magnelic make-up of samples and their application 10

archaeology. in particular the study of fire ash. is currently
being explored.

Sampling and measuring procedures

Two types of sampling strategies can be employed in the
mineral magnetic sludy of archaeological deposits; (i)
spot sampling. where one sample per context is measured
(archived samples can be used) and (ii) detailed sampling
in the fonn of profiles (e.g. Peters el al. 2000) or grids
(e.g. Smjth er al. 2001). For a general assessment of
samples it is good procedure to carry out the magnetic
measurements on bulk samples dried and sieved at 2mm.
For specific studies it may be necessary to measure
differenl grain size fractions e.g. in the identification of
fuel sources the <63~m grain size fraction is measured.
For the room temperature measurements of susceptibility.
ARMs and IRMs samples are tightly packed into 2cm
cylindrical plastic pots; typically -15g of sample is
required to fill the pot. Smaller subsamples are loosely
packed into a silica glass sample holder for high
lempcmture susceptibility measurements and very small
samplcs (-6Dmg) are put into gel capsules for thc low
temperature remanence measurements. The order in
which measurements arc generally carried out is room
temperature susceptibility, mcn ARMs followed by IRMs.
Two subsamples can then be taken from thc pots for the
tcmperature measurements. Two measurements of cach
of susceptibilities. ARMs and IRMs can be carried out on
a single samplc in 5-10 minutes. High temperature
susceplibility measurements take 90 minUles for a heating
and cooling cycle per sample and a low temperature
remanence curve lakes mree hours. Further general details
regarding magnetic measuring procedures and analysis
of magnctic data can be found in Thompson and Oldfield
1986 and Walden el 01. 1999.

TRACING FIRE ASH

The strong magnetic signal commonly associated with
archaeological deposits is mainly due to fire ash (although
metalworking residues can also produce a strong magnetic
signal e.g. Dewar el aJ. 2(02). Fire ash is a significant
component in site foonation in Atlantic ScotJand and it
can be found within many context types: abandoned
hearths. trampled inlo noor surfaces. dumped on middens
or alternatively used to amend soil in field systems.
Tracing firc ash can help to link features within a site
(cf. at GalSOD~ Peters el al. 2000). aid in the understanding
of site formation. human exploitation of natural resources.
burnt ecofact taphonomy (Church and Peters. Ibis volume)
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Fig. /. Profiles of magnetic dora. (a) and (b) are profiles of X (I~mJkg') for ,he interior (profile MS/J and eXlu;or
(profile 1.151) respecril'elyfrom SfnlCtllre B al GaISOIl. (e) displays profiles o/the mngneric parameters X (JO·",Jkg 'j.
SJRM/X (kAm 1) and SARM/SIRM for ,he Cladh Hallan hearth. (d) is X (/~ ,~kg I'for lhe rig profile from Guiwlerso.
ill lI'hich C208 is peaty wrfalld upper fibrous peal. CZ70 is grin)'. pealy sill. fan1ling lIIlIhropogellically ~nhlllrced soil
lI'ilhi" thl' rig a"d C209 is fibrous-upper peal gradually cJumging 10 lI'ell-III",rijied peat.

and hclp rcconstruct house activity areas (Smith el af.
200 I). In this section we will explore diffcrcnt ways of
displaying magnetic data in rclation 10 assessing the
overall magnetic make-up of deposits and differences
between context types.

Thc d:lta presentcd here arc from the sites of Galson
and Guinnerso on thc Isle of Lewis and from Cladh Hallan
on South Uist. At Galson coaSlal erosion has revealed
twO major levels comprising of a number of Iron Age
burial cists ( eighbour el 01. 2000) overlain by domeSlic
structures wilh associated middens and palaeosols of Iron
Age 10 Medieval dale (Neighbour and Church 2001).
Sample~ were collected from the upper le\'el for the
purposes of minenll magnetic studies (peters el al. 2000).
Two sampling stratcgies were cmployed: initially twelve
spot samples were collected from specific features e.g.
middens. a Ooor and a hcarth. Subsequently del ailed
venical profiles. at 2cm intervals were laken through lhe
inlerior of structure 8 (profile MSI). lhe eXlerior of the
same structure (profile MS2) and a hearth in structure C
(profile MS3). Calibrated radiocarbon dates from an
external midden (context B/I) of structure 8 dale ils
acculllulation to the Ialh century AD. whilsl radiocarbon
dales from lhe noor level (context 8/3) from structure B.
places its occupation in the 11th to 12th centuries AD.
Therefore it seems likely that structure 8 was buill inlo

a slighlly earlier midden (8/1). A single radiocarbon
dale from the hearth in structure C placed the occupation
in the 5th to 6th centuries AD. Ihc latc Iron Age of the
rcgion. At the multi-period i\itc of Guinnerso (Church
and Gilmour 1999). situated within extensive moorland.
a detailed (Icm intervals) \'crtical profilc was laken
through a relic field system rig 3Ssociall~d with 15th-17th
cemury radiocarbon dated late Medieval activity. 10
invcslig.ale any amendment as a result of the addition of
fire ash. At Cladh Hallan (Marshall el of. 2(00) a delailed
(2cm imervals) vertical profile was taken through a series
of hean.hs located in the center of a circular dwelling
(I-Iouse 401) of late 8ron7.c / early Iron Age (Pelers and
Bait 2002). The measurements were carried out on bulk
(<2mm) samples.

Figure I displays four profiles of magnetic data from
Galson (a and b). Cladh Hallan (c) and Guinnerso (d).
Figures I(a) and I(b) are profiles from the interior and
exterior of structure 8 at Galson. The magnetic parameter
X has been plolted in both profiles. X gives a rough
indication of magnetic conccnlrJtion and here we will
assume that it is proportional to the amount of fire ash.
We sec thaI the noor Icvel within the structure (context
8/3) and one of the middcns from thc exterior (context
8/1) have significantJy higher magnctic concenlratiOns
Ihan the other midden. cell fill and sand conlexts. The
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high X valucs suggest that ash from the hearth in the
structure has been tramplcd onto the noor surfacc.
Comparing thc Xvalues of the floor (8/3) and the eXlernal
midden (8/1). we estimate that a similar proportion of
ash was dcposited on both. The variation in X between
middcn B/I and Ihe other three middens in the profile
reflecls differing formation processes and the amouO{ of
ash dumpcd. (It is intcresting to note the correlation in
the increase in Xovcr the boundary of contexts B/23 and
B/22 in both the intcrior and cXlerior of the structure
giving an example of how magnetic dala can be used to
correlate bctween different sections of a sitc.)

In Figure I(c) three magnelic parameters (X, SIRM/X
and SARM/SIRM) have becn plollcd as a function of
depth for the series of ash build-ups and floor levels
within the central hearth at Cladh Hallan. We see that
the floor Icvels are characterised by low X values comp
ared to the ash laycrs i.e. lowcr magnetic concentration.
The floor levels arc also charactcrised by high SARM /
SIRM ratios compared to the ash layers. Comparing the
I\VO ash layers. the upper ash build-up has higher SIRM
/ X values than the lower one. SIRM / X can renect
differences in mineralogy and/or domain state. These
differences could be a result of different fuel Iypes /
burning procedures producing different magnetic sig
nalUres.

In Figure I(a). (b) and (c) we have seen how contexts
containing firc ash components can be identified by their
high X values. Figure I(d) shows the :x. values of the rig
profile from Guinnerso. Note that the unils in (a)-(c) arc
1O.6m'kg I. whereas in (d) they arc 10-imlkg- l • If fire ash
had been used to amend the soil within the rig. we would
expect to see a large increase in the X values of context
C270. Ihe anthropogcnically enhanced soil. As no in
crease is observed we can conclude thai fire ash. in this
instance. was not used 10 amend the soil. Bulk sampling
and soil micromorphology confirmed that the only
addition to Ihe soil was small pieces of Lewisian gneiss.
the local basement rock.

Figure 2 displays an aJternalive way of plotting
magnetic dala by using biplots. The data presented is
listed in Table I and was measured on fifteen samples
from the site of Gulson. including examples of hearth,
noor. midden. sand. cell fill and lill samples. In the four
biplots of Figure 2. the hearth samples and the till sample
arc seen 10 be Ihe eXlremes. The hearth samples are
characterised by high Xand SARM values (high magnetic
concentration). low ARMdo<...... 4OmT / SARM. low SIRM /:x.
and high rRM

60mT
/ SIRM ratios (magnetically soft) and

low SARM / Xand SARM / SIRM values. In comparison
the till sample has a low magnetic concentmtion and is
magnetically hard. The high SARM / X and SARM /
SIRM values, in the case of the till sample, are likely to
be due to diffcrences in mineralogy / domain stale. (Dalan
and Bancrjee 1998 have used a combination of ARM and
;( to investigate grain size varialions in relation to
archaeological soils.) The midden. floor, cell fill and

sand samples display a range of magnetic characteristics.
One of the sand samples (from context B/25 at the base
of the profile cf. Figure I) displays characteristics
approaching those of the till, emphasising it is natural in
origin. The two floor samples and one of the midden
samples display characteristics approaching those of the
heanhs, highlighling the ash component within the
samples, bUI also showing that there are non-ash com
ponents contributing 10 the overall magnelic signal. The
remainder of the midden and sand samples group
together. with characleristics suggesting no significant
ash component in the midden samples. yet some fonn of
anthropogenic input to the sands as Ihey arc different
from the till and basal sand. The cell fill displays similar
characleristics to these midden and sand samples.

SOURCING FIRE ASH

Identification of fuel types

The aim is 10 usc the magnetic signature of experimentally
produced fire ash of different fuel types to identify fuels
used in prehistory. The outcome of hcating experiments
arc dcpendent on many variables: peak temperature. ralC
of heating and insertion temperature. length of time al
peak temperature. rate of cooling. heating and cooling
atmospheres and crucible size (Oldfield et al. 1981).
Replication of the magnetic propcrties of fire ash re·
covered from archaeological siles has not been achicved
by heating experiments carried out in the laboratory
(Peters unpublished data). Here the development of
magnetic techniques for the identification of prehistoric
fuel usage has been based on directly replicating domestic
prehistoric burning procedures in a field-based situation
Ihus reducing the need to consider the heating variables
listed above. Three three-sided domestic hearths. based
on cxcavated evidence from the late Iron Age site of
Bostadh. in Great Bcrncra. Lewis (Neighbour and Burgess
1997) were reconstructed al Calanais Farm. Lewis.
Following controlled and repeatcd burning of different
fuel types (well-humified peat (whp). fibrous-upper peal
(fup), peat turi (pt) and \Vood(wd)) mineral magnetic
measuremeols were carried out on bulk «201m) and
sieved «63~m) fire ash residues. Several techniques have
been developed based on the magnetic dala to discriminate
between the ash of the different fuel types (Peters et 01.
2001: Peters et 01. 2002). Figure 3 summarises the
techniques. In Figure 3(a) :x. and K

fd
have been planed for

the twenty Ihree sieved ash samples. We observe complele
discrimination between the four fuel types in the biplol.
In order to make use of aJi the room temperalure
susceptibility, ARM and IRM data recorded for the ash
samples, stepwise discriminant analysis was carried out
on the dala for both the bulk and sieved samplcs. Figure
3(b) displays the resulting biploL We observe good
discriminalion of the wood and well-humified peal ash
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Fig. 2. !Jipfols of maglletic parameters for fifteen samples from the site of Ga/SOIl, Isle of Lewis. Itl all fOllr bip/ms the
hearth samples art! represented by circles. floor samples by squares. midden samples by rriwlgles. sand samples by
im'erred triungles. cell fill by a rhombus and lill by an asterisk. U"ir.s are listed in T(IIJle I.

and some overlap between the fibrous-upper peat and
peal turf ash. The third magnetic technique is monitoring
the variation of susceptibility with temperature up to 700
"C (Figures 3(c) and (d». The fibrous-upper peat and
peat turf ash display a single magnetic component with a
drop in magnetic susceptibility al - 600 "C e.g. Figure
3(d). In comparison the well·humified peat and wood
ash display one. sometimes two. magnetic component...
characterised by drops in susceptibility at - 330 and/or
550"C e.g. Figure 3 (c). The final magnetic technique is
monitoring the variation in magnetic remanence as a
sample is cooled from room temperature to 20K (Mit - T
curves). Figure 3(e) displays a curve characleristic of
weU-humified peat I wood ash. These samples show an
increase in remanence with cooling. attributed 10 the
blocking characteristics of spm grains. In comparison.
Figure 3(f). which is characteristic of fibrous-upper peat

and peat turf ash. decreases with cooling. displaying a
smooth Verwey transition characteristic of small stable
grains.

Applications to archaeological samples

The fuel type identification techniques can be applied to
archaeological samples. Due 10 the mixed nature of
archaeological deposits. samples wcre sieved to 63 Ilm.
isolating the ash component from sand and other large
clasts (Peters et al. 200 1).

The samples described in Ihis section are from seven
sites (Dun Bharabhat. An Dunan. Cnip. Guinnerso. Loch
na Beirgh. BOSladh and Galson) on the Isle of Lewis.
Cladh Hallan on South Uist and Old Scatness Broch on
Shetland. The sites from Lewis arc described in more
detail in Church and Peters (this volume). Old Scatness.
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Shetland. is a muhi-pcriod seHlement mound consisting
of a broch surrounded by circular features. cellular
structures and wheelhouses. together with Piclish. Norse
ilnd Post-Medieval settlement (Nicholson and Dockrill
1998: Dockrill and Batt this volume).

Figure 4 displays lhe resuh of applying me dis·

criminant analysis biplm technique to samples from the
nine sites. Figure 4 (a) shows the results from the seven
Lcwisian sites. A range of hearth and ash spread samples
have been studied from lhe sites. The samples from
Guinnerso have been divided into those from !.he Iron
Age and those from Medieval dates. The predominant
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Table I. Exa1l/ples of mineral maglle/ic data Jorfifreell samples from tile silt! of Calsoll, Isle of Lewis. A40A is defined
as 'he rario ARM

J
,,,,,,,.JrJnll /SARM. 1605 is IRM6(JmT/S1RM, SISU is SIRM/X SAS/ is SARMISIRM alld SASU is SARM/X.

Sample X "r. SARM SIRM A40A I60S SISU SA5J SASU

IO"m1kg" .. mAm1kg·1 mAm1kg'l kAm'! kAm·I

Jlellr1h 1::!.73 6.9 4.99 95.7 0.10 0.1\2 7.5 0.OS2 0.39

11/4 (GAil)

Ilurth 68.0 6.1 14.6 4511.9 0.03 0.117 6.1 0.0]2 0.21

(MSJ--6)

}Iearlh 22.] 7.' 4.70 135.1 0.07 0.76 6.0 oms 0.11

(1\153-16)

Floor 3.50 7.6 1.80 29.6 0.11 0.7] ,., 0.061 0.51

B/] (1\151-43)

Floor 3.50 '.5 2.0S 27.1 0.17 0.75 7.' 0.076 U.59

HI) (CAli)

Midden 5.69 7.4 2.97 52.4 a.lx 0.76 9.2 0.OS7 0.52

H/1 (MS2-3JJ

Midden 0.57 6.5 0.38 5.21 0.26 0.64 9.1 0.U73 0.67

812 (l\IS!~O)

Middcn 1.00 6.' 0.70 11.3 0.21 0.69 11.3 0.062 0.70

8f20 ("lS2-2)

MiddcD 1.08 6.4 0.69 10.2 0.20 0.67 9.4 0.068 0.64

8/22 (i\1S2-11)

Slind 0.90 5,5 0.55 9.97 0.22 0.65 ILl 0.055 0.61

8/21 (MS2-SJ

Sand 0.58 6.4 0.34 5.20 0.23 0.58 9.0 0.065 0.59

on] (1\152-2. 1J

Sand O.lll 3.'1 0.10 2.101 0.43 0.47 11.9 0.047 0.56

8125 (MS2-t9)

Sand 0.57 5.8 0.35 5.5[ 0.27 0.63 9.7 O.OM 0.61

8/26 (MS2-J7)

Cell "'iII 0.60 7.0 0.38 6.0. 0.22 0.62 [0.1 0.063 0.63

8/24 (I\1S1-351

Till 0.12 0.0 0.37 2.41 0.76 0.14 20.1 0.154 3.08

fuel source used in Lewis throughout the time span of the
studied sites is wcll~humified peat. Some evidence of
wood burning (e.g. at Guinnerso; Peters er (11.2001) and
the use of peat turf I fibrous-upper peal (e.g. at Dun
Bharabhal: Church and Pcters 2000) is also obscrved.
The samples plouing to the right of Ihc wcll-humified
peat envelope may indicate a very localised trend in fuel
source type from the Bhaltos Peninsula (Ihe siLes of Dun
Bharabhat. Cnip and Loch na Beirgh). In Figure 4(b) Ihe
resuhs are shown for the upper and lower ash sections
(cf. Figure I) from C1adh Hallan. We observe a marked
change in fuel type between the two sections. The lower
seclion is predominantly well-humified peal ash. whereas
the upper section has a morc mixed naturc trending
towards peat turf I fibrous-upper peat ash. Figure 4(c)

displays results from the site of Old Scatness Broch. The
samples selected are from IWO hori7.0nlal profiles Laken
lhrough fuel-ash rich middens infilling a central piered
roundhouse (Structure 12). of 10m in inlemal diamelcr.
Five contexts were sampled. The results ill Figure 4(c)
show a vcry 'mixed' use offuel sources. with no apparent
correlation to contex.t.

Figure 5 displays the h.igh temperature sU5ceptibililY
curves for selected samples from Lewis. Cladh Hallan
and Old Scatness Broch. Figures 5(a) and (b) are samples
from Bostadh and Guinnerso respectively. Both curves
display characteristics of well-humificd peat I wood ash.
In Figure S(c) Ihe profile. with depth. of the high
temperature susceptibility curves for the twelve ash
samples from Cladh Hallan is shown. There is a clear
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susceptibility by 5500C are characteristic of well-humified
peat I wood ash. In comparison the upper curves. with
loss of susceptibility approaching 600"C arc characteristic
of pcatturf I fibrous-upper peat ash. Figures 5(d) and (c)
arc samplcs 10278 (context 1732) and 10334 (contcxt
1728) showing the range of observcd curves from Old
Scatness Broch. All the 50+ Old Scamess Broch samples
for which high tcmperature susceplibility measuremenls
were taken display drops in susceptibility at temperatures
greater than or equal to 550°C. A few of the T~ tempcr
atures have been indicated on the discriminant analysis
biplol in Figure 4(c). We would expect to sec the higher
T.s ploning in Ihe peal turf I fibrous-upper peal ash region
and the lower T~s ploning in the well-humified pcat I
wood region. but no such corrclation is observed. Thesc
results suggest that the fuel source(s) used at Old Scatness
Brach docs not correspond to one used in the experimental
burning at Calanais i.e. fire ash from different peat
localities may produce differenl magnelic signals.

Modelling fuel ash components

Thc low temperalure thermo-remanence curves (Figures
3(e) and (f) display differences between the fuel ash
types fibrous-upper peat I peal turf and well-humified
peat I wood. Chemical alteration docs nm occur in the
low temperaturc measurements. unlike the high temper~

ature susceptibility measurements, therefore using the
specific low temperaturc remanence data of the modcm
ash residues it should be possible 10 quantify two fuel ash
components within archaeological samples. An umixing
algorilhm was developed 10 quantify fuel ash components
(Peters et al., 2002). The low temperature curves of the
23 modem ash residues were used as end-members in the
unmixing. After regression thc end-member coefficicnts
were summed to givc overall totals of fibrous-upper peal
I peat lurf ash and well-humified peat I wood ash within
the archaeological samples. Figure 6 displays four cx~

amplcs of the M
R

- T measured and modelled curves. In
Figure 6(a). contcXl 744 from Bosladh. and Figure 6(e).
sample S I I from Cladh Hallan, we observe that both
contain 100% well-humified peat I wood ash. The other
Cladh Hallan sample. S5, Figure 6(d). shows an increase
in remanence with cooling 10 a sharp peak and then drop
in remanence 10 20K. The increase is charJcteristic of
weJl-humified peat I wood ash, whereas the decrease is
characteristic of fibrous-upper peal 1 peat IUrf ash. The
unmixing algorithm has found a best fit of 84% well
humified peat I wood ash and 16% fibrous-upper peat I
peat IUrf ash. The final example, Figure 6(b). sample
10334 from Old Scatness Broch has been estimated by
the unmjxing aJgorithm to be composed of 50% of both
fuel components.

Magnctic unmixing techniques have been successfully
applied in many environmental situations e.g. in the study
of river calchments (e.g. Peters 1995). This preliminary
attempt at unmixing fuel ash components using magnetic
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difference in the curves betwcen Ihc upper and lower
licclions. The lower seclion curves. wilh Ihe drops in
susceptibililY at -330°C and almost lotal loss of
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dala has givcn an indication of the pOlential for the
devclop01cOI of magnelic unmixing lechniques within
archaeology.

CONCLUSIONS

A wide range of laboratory based magnelic measure·
meOis are available. which arc applicable within the
study of archaeological samples.
Fire ash. a significant componclll in sile formation,
can easily be identified and traced using magnetic
data.
Measurement of modem ash residues of known fuel
lypeS has allowed thc devclopmeOi oflcchniqucs from
which fuel type components can be idenlified and
quantified within archaeological samples.
Well·humified peal was found 10 be the major fucl
source at seven sites on Lewis, whereas considerable
variability in fucl use was observed al Cladh Hallan,
South Visl and Old Scalness Broch, Shetland.
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